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critic, and to him the world owes a great debt for conserv-
ing treasures of painting, which were scattered when the
Mongols sacked his capital, but which without him would
probably have perished altogether,
For the rest it is an age notable rather for scholars and
artists than for rulers. In spite of an army which reached
the colossal figure of one and a half millions the northern
capital fell before the Niiichi in 1126, and Nanking and
Hangchou were both sacked and looted within the next
four years. So priceless collections either perished or were
scattered, and great pictures, now recovered, have gone
through many vicissitudes. Some of them bear the seal of
Hui-tsung, who was then taken captive, and many claim
to be from his own brush, especially pictures of hawks and
eagles; but these were probably done by his court painters.
Fortunately the great books were now in print, and could
not be demolished. For under the Five Dynasties printing
from wood-blocks had been invented (in a.d. 932), and
the Sung era owes its great achievements in scholarship in
great part to this device—to this and to the spirit of inquiry
and of freedom of thought and speech which in China as
in the Europe of five centuries later accompanied—per-
haps stimulated it
And as the roots of the European renaissance were
hidden in the dark ages, and those of the Hindu renais-
sance in the chaos of pre-Guptan times, so in China the
dark age of the Five Dynasties was a period of preparation
for the enlightenment of Sung.
Encyclopaedias, catalogues, and Se-ma Kuang's great
history—the fruit of nineteen years' work—were printed,
as well as collections of Confucian and Buddhist works;
and as early as 978 a library was built to house 80,000
volumes. A college adjoined it, and academies be.came
possible in many cities as books multiplied—schools of
philosophy and sometimes of wisdom. Printing made
popular works—novels and dramas—accessible to the
masses, and greatly stimulated authorship. It also made
paper money available: the first note t|eing printed in

